


Unlock the Meaning of Words
Building Vocabulary is a flexible series that helps students unlock the meaning 
of words and develop an extensive vocabulary in as little as 15 minutes per day.

Levels 1–11

Student Guided Practice Book
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Unit III Lesson 13 Latin Bases fin, finit = “end, limit, term”

Part A:  
Meet the Root

Divide and Conquer
Directions: “Divide” words into base words and prefixes.  

Not all words will have a prefix.  Identify 
those words by marking an X in the column.  
Then “conquer” them by writing the meaning 
of the words.  

prefix means base means word means

1. finish ___________ ___________ ________________

2. final ___________ ___________ ________________

3. refinish ___________ ___________ ________________

4. unfinished ___________ ___________ ________________

5. finale ___________ ___________ ________________

6. infinite ___________ ___________ ________________

7. define ___________ ___________ ________________

8. fine ___________ ___________ ________________

9. refine ___________ ___________ ________________

10. confine ___________ ___________ ________________

X end to get to the end________________to get to the end________________
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Part B:  
Combine and Create 

Sorting Words
Directions: Work with a partner to cross out the word that doesn’t Work with a partner to cross out the word that doesn’t 

belong.  Write your reasons on the lines.belong.  Write your reasons on the lines.

refinerefine explainexplain polishpolish

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

infiniteinfinite endlessendless closedclosed

______________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

first final last

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

DID YOU KNOW?
Because a piece of property has boundary lines, the base fin can mean a specific area contained within the “end” lines.  If you are confined to your room, you are forced to live “within” (con) the “ends” of the contained space.  Did you realize that when we define a word, we are really putting “down” the “limits” of its meaning?

Table of Contents
Foundations Word Roots
Grades 1–2 ..................pgs. 4–5 Grades 3–8 ..................pgs. 6–7 Grades 9–11 ................pgs. 8–9

Each kit includes:

Teacher’s Guide
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Note: Teach this two-page lesson plan before 
students work in their Guided Practice Book.  Part A 
should be completed on the same day the lesson is 
taught.

Lesson 5      Latin Directional Prefix pro- = “forward, for”

Objectives
Objectives #1, #6

Teacher Notes
•	 This lesson focuses on the Latin

directional prefix pro-, which means 
“forward,” “ahead,” or “for.”  Pro- always 
gives a sense of “going,” looking,” or 
“being” ahead in some way.  

•	 Pro- is found in words that describe 
physical movement “forward” or 
describe actions that look “forward” 
or “ahead.”  Examples include promote
(move forward), proceed (go forward), proceed (go forward), proceed
progress (step forward), propeller (device propeller (device propeller
that pushes something forward), and something forward), and something
promise (give your word “forward” or 
“ahead”).  

•	 It also means being “forward” as in
being “for” or “in favor of” something.  
The word pronoun is a familiar example: 
A pronoun is a word used “for” or in 
place of a noun.  Someone who is pro-
education is “for” learning.  

Direct students to Guided Practice Book
pages 24–28 to find the activity pages for 
Unit 1, Lesson 5, Parts A–E.		A–E.		A–E. See bonus
pages 10–13 on the CD for additional 
activities.

Activate Background Knowledge
1. Write the words progress, pro-school, propeller, 

pronoun, proposal, and 
proverb on the board.  Ask 
students to jot down 
or turn to a neighbor 
and explain what they 
think each word means.  
Now ask them to find 
the correct word for 
each description on 
Transparency #12.

2. Tell students that this 
lesson’s directional prefix will be pro-.  Ask who 
has figured out what pro- means.  Accept their 
predictions and then tell them that pro- means 
“forward” or “for.”  

3. Ask students to turn to a neighbor and write 
down as many pro- words as they can think of.

Overhead Transparency #��
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Prefix pro-
Which of these pro- words fits the 
description?

progress pro-school
propeller pronoun
proposal proverb

move forward from third to fourth grade
used to move an airplane forward

a word used for a noun

to be for learning 

a short saying used for a long story
to give an idea for something

Unit I    Directional Prefixes

2 For FAMIS Verification, call 212-222-5721. Visit us at www.sharzer.com
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Unit III   Essential Latin and Greek Bases

Lesson 13 Latin Bases fin, finit = “end, limit, term”

4. Ask students to compare their lists and see if they 
have any words that are not on the transparency.  
(Students may not have generated many words on 
their own, but if there are additional fin words, you 
can add them to the transparency list.) 

5. Explain that students probably do not know the 
meaning of all these words, but each has something 
to do with “ends” or “limits” (e.g., a definition puts 
“down” the “terms” of a word’s meaning).  Ask for 
volunteers to explain words they know.  You may 
also want to pick a few words to share from the list 
(final: “end” of something; confine: “limited” to an 
area or space; finally: “at the end”; finish: to “end” a 
project; infinity: project; infinity: project “not” “ending”; refinish: to “bring to 
an end again”; unfinished: “not ended”).

Differentiation Strategies
Above Level Support

Remind students of their previous 
studies of prefixes such as re-, il-/im-, and 
ex-.  Have them create fin/finit words that fin/finit words that fin/finit
use words parts that have already been 
studied.  This will help students connect 
what they have learned about vocabulary 
thus far.  

English Language Support

When sharing Transparency #22, 
discuss the word definitions in depth.  
Share examples and ask students to 
share their own knowledge of the words.  
You may want students to act out or 
draw these words.  Provide this kind 
of support as much as possible when 
teaching this lesson.

Below Level Support

Have students create a short and simple 
fin/finit dictionary that can be used fin/finit dictionary that can be used fin/finit
when completing all the activities for 
this lesson.  Students’ dictionaries can 
include the word, a definition, a sentence 
example, and/or a picture.

Guided Practice Pages
Parts A–E

Guide students through pages B90–B93 
to complete the rest of this lesson.  Read 
the directions at the top of each page 
and complete the activity together.

Differentiation
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Name  ______________________________________  Date  ____________________

Assessment

 1. When my uncle divested his stock market 
holdings, he  ________________________.

 a. sold some stocks and bought others

 b. bought more stocks

 c. opened a bank account

 d. sold all his stocks

 2. Mother told us to avert our eyes, which 
means we had to  ____________________.

 a. look carefully

 b. look away

 c. close our eyes

 d. squint

 3. A surtax is  _________________________.

 a. refundable

 b. charged on food and clothing

 c. charged on top of other taxes

 d. illegal

 4. Adjacent properties are  ______________.

 a. in the same town

 b. next to each other

 c. near water

 d. full of trees

 5. An inscribed trophy has  ______________.

 a.  a statue on it

 b. a metal base

 c. a marble base

 d. writing on it

 6. In a dictatorship, the leader  ___________.

 a. shares power with others

 b. has all the say about what happens

 c. has none of the say about what happens

 d. is elected by the people

 7. The photography exhibit showed juxtaposed 
pictures, which were  _________________.

 a. very important

 b. specially lighted

 c. set side by side

 d. for sale

 8. Residue from a storm might be  ________.

 a. cold air

 b. wind

 c. branches and leaves all over the ground

 d. loss of electricity

Diagnostic Pre-test Directions: Circle the correct answer.

Assessments

Pacing Plans

Building Vocabulary from Word RootsBuilding Vocabulary from Word Roots

the directions at the top of each page 
and complete the activity together.

Building Vocabulary from Word RootsBuilding Vocabulary from Word Roots

the directions at the top of each page 
and complete the activity together.

A4

Management

How to Use This Program (cont.(cont.( )cont.)cont.

Additional Resources
The Assessment section of the Teacher’s Guide 
contains a diagnostic pre-test and item analysis for 
gauging students’ root knowledge at the beginning 
of the school year, unit quizzes to assess students’ 
learning after each unit of study, and a post-test 
for assessing students’ learning over the course of 
the school year.  Keep your assessment focus on 
the extent to which students have learned roots, 
not particular words containing them.  Students 
will learn particular words, of course, but it is 
more important that they learn the words that will 
help them unlock new words in the future.

The Teacher’s Guide has a Teacher Resources
section.  This section offers a number of activities 
that you can use to enrich your students’ learning 
experiences, using the word cards and additional 
activity template provided.

Transparencies are provided to supplement 
instruction for each lesson with guided practice 
activities.

The Teacher Resource CD that accompanies 
the series, which is located at the end of this
Teacher’s Guide, offers additional teaching and 
practice ideas.  The CD contains Bonus Pages 
(activities for each lesson to differentiate 
instruction), copies of the Assessments and
Transparencies, Reproducibles (such as 
activity templates and word cards), and a 
comprehensive Word Families and Word 
Roots List. 

This kit includes a copy of the Building Vocabulary
Professional Development DVD.  See Building 
Vocabulary lessons modeled in real classrooms at Vocabulary lessons modeled in real classrooms at Vocabulary
different grade levels.  Learn from a professional 
development in-service facilitated by the authors, 
four renowned experts in the field of vocabulary 
instruction.

Pacing Plan 
The Building Vocabulary program for each level 
is designed to fit within a 28-week school year.  
The five units for each level (3–11) present 
students with 20–25 essential prefixes, bases, and 
suffixes.  This prepares students for high school, 
college, and beyond.   The program can also be 
condensed to fit a summer program.  Parts of 
lessons can be combined so that the entire lesson 
is taught each day.  

Year long Program—In an ongoing program 
with a minimum of 2.5 hrs./wk., up to 40 weeks, 
you can cover the whole program by doing one 
lesson per week.  Spend approximately 30 minutes 
each day to complete one part of the five-part 
lesson.  For example, Part A can be completed on 
the first day of the week and all remaining sections 
on subsequent days of the week.  Each unit is 
designed to be completed in a five-week period, 
with the sixth week for review.

Summer School Program—Used in a summer 
school setting, this program is designed to cover 
one unit per week, for a 4–6 week program.  
Cover one lesson per day by condensing the five-
part lesson to meet the needs of your students.  
For example, discuss the poems from Parts A and 
C and then choose an activity (or activities, as (or activities, as (
time permits) for word-family practice.  Review 
lessons can be incorporated throughout the week 
for additional practice (as time does not allow for (as time does not allow for (
a sixth day of practice for the week)a sixth day of practice for the week)a sixth day of practice for the week .
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Bonus Digital Student Activity Pages

Developed in collaboration 
with noted reading consultant 
Timothy Rasinski, Ph.D., 
Kent State University
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Lesson Objectives

Easy-to-use Teacher’s Guide
Each lesson in the Teacher’s Guide includes a Lesson Objectives Page and 
5-part lesson plans that correspond to the Student Guided Practice Book.

Lesson objectives include:
 ◗ A list of words that contain the word family of focus
 ◗ Student pages needed for each lesson
 ◗ List of additional resources for each lesson (found in the 
Teacher Resources section and on the Teacher Resource CD)
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Unit I Short a and i Word Families

Part A:

Let’s Read 

column.		column.		column. You may want to provide
hints for other words in the word family
such as,“I like green eggs and _____.”
(ham)		Finally, ask students to identify
other words from the poem that they find
interesting.		interesting.		interesting. Write these words in the third
column.		column.		column. Instruct students to be on the
lookout for additional words for the chart.		chart.		chart.
This chart can become a word wall.		wall.		wall. You
and the students can read the words
on the chart in unison,by taking turns
(boys,girls,by shirt color, table number,
etc.), in a whisper or silly voice,or by
echo-reading.

	 5.	 Direct students back to page 14 in the
Guided Practice Book.		.		. Depending on
students’ needs,work with the class or a
small group, or have students work with
partners to complete the activity.

Answers
Words circled in the poem: Gram, jam,
Pammy, Sammy

-am at the end: Gram, jam

-am in the middle: Pammy, Sammy

Lesson 3 -am, -am, -am -ad Word Families

Gram and Pam  
Gram,Gram,can I have some jam?
Of course,my darling Pammy.
Bread and jam,bread and jam,
For you and your brother Sammy.

	 1.	 Direct students to page 14 in the
Guided Practice Book.		.		. Show the poem
on Transparency #8.		.		. (The poem is also
shown above.)

	 2.	 Read the poem two times.		times.		times. Have
students point at the words as you read
aloud.		aloud.		aloud. Then invite students to read with
you by supplying the last word in each
sentence.		sentence.		sentence. For example, you say “Gram,
Gram,can I have some ____,” and
students say,“jam.”

	 3.	 Write the word family -am on the board.		board.		board.
Say it and then ask students to say it
with you.		you.		you. Next, reread the poem line
by line.		line.		line. At the end of each line, ask
students to find -am words.		words.		words. Scaffold as
necessary.		necessary.		necessary. For example, you could say,
“Look back through this line.		line.		line. Where are
the letters a and m?”

	 4.	 Create a chart with three columns.		columns.		columns.
Label the columns with the following
titles: -am words from the poem, other 
-am words, and interesting words from 
the poem.		.		. Write the -am words from the
poem in the first column.		column.		column. Ask students
to spell the words as you write them on
the chart.		chart.		chart. Write the words in the column
so the letters in the word family are
aligned.		aligned.		aligned. Invite students to provide other
-am words; add these to the second
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Part A:
Let’s Read

Poetry Fun
Directions: Read the poem.  Circle the -am words with a 

.  Then fi ll in the chart with -am words from the poem.

Gram and PamGram, Gram, can I have some jam?Of course, my darling Pammy.Bread and jam, bread and jam,For you and your brother Sammy.

-am at the end-am at the end-am
-am in the middle
-am in the middle
-am

-am, -ad Word Families

Unit I Lesson 3

Overhead Transparency #10
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Make Sentences

Here is dad.

Dad is glad.

Here is____________________ . 

He is _____________________ .

Here is Brad. 

He is _____________________ .

Here is____________________ . 

She is ____________________ .
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Unit I Short a and i Word Families

Lesson 3 -am, -am, -am -ad Word Families-ad Word Families-ad
Objectives #1, #2, and #3

Teacher Notes

	 •	 This lesson focuses on -am, -ad word families.		families.		families. Below is a list of -am, -ad words
appropriate for first grade students.

-am am	 ham	 jam	 ram	 Sam	 clam	 scram			slam			swam

-ad bad	 dad	 fad	 had	 lad	 mad	 pad	 sad	 Brad	 Chad	 glad

	 •	 Lesson Three has five parts.		parts.		parts. It is suggested that you teach one part each day.

Differentiation
	 •	 You might choose to differentiate instruction using the ideas listed at the beginning of

this unit.

Transparencies
	 •	 For this lesson, you will need transparencies 8–10.

Additional Resources
	 •	 For additional practice, see the Teacher Resources section and Teacher Resource CD

for a list of word card activities.		activities.		activities. You will also find the Unit I, Lesson 3 Word Cards on the
Teacher Resource CD.

	 •	 For the Home-School Connection, see the Teacher Resources section and Teacher 
Resource CD for Poetry Pack activities.

	 •	 See the Teacher Resource CD for Unit I, Lesson 3 Take-Home Poems to be sent home with
the Poetry Pack or used for additional practice.

	 •	 For additional practice with word families, see Riddle Writing Template on the Teacher 
Resource CD.	

Guided Practice
	 •	 Direct students to pages 14–18 in their Guided Practice Books to complete the activities.
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Part E:
Let’s Grow

Word Scramble
 Unscramble the letters to make a word.  Draw a 

picture for each word.picture for each word.

-am, -ad Word Families

a d g l

 _____  _____  _____  _____

4. a m j

_____  _____  _____

5. a m d

_____  _____  _____

1. d d a

_____  _____  _____

2. d a s

_____  _____  _____

Unit I Lesson 3
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Part A:

Let’s Read

Poetry Fun
Directions: Read the poem.  Circle the -am words with a 

.  Then fi ll in the chart with -am words from the poem.

Gram and Pam

Gram, Gram, can I have some jam?

Of course, my darling Pammy.

Bread and jam, bread and jam,

For you and your brother Sammy.

-am at the end-am at the end-am
-am in the middle
-am in the middle
-am

-am, -ad Word Families

Unit I Lesson 3

© Teacher Created Materials
© Teacher Created Materials
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Part B:
Let’s Play with Words

Writing Words
Directions: Name each picture.  Use the letters to write each word.

 a c l m s a c l m s a c l m s a c l m s a c l m s

1.

_____  _____  _____  _____

2.
_____  _____  _____

____  _____  _____

3.

_____  _____  _____  _____

4.

_____  _____  _____  _____  _____

-am, -ad Word Families

e x

c

S

P

Unit I Lesson 3

 Name each picture.  Use the letters to write each word.

#50546—Building Vocabulary: Foundations#50546—Building Vocabulary: Foundations

_____  _____  _____  _____  _____

Unit I Lesson 3
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Poor, Poor Tad
Poor, poor Tad was feeling sad.
Poor, poor Chad was feeling mad.
Rain had made the ball fi eld bad;
So they played with mom and dad,
And the lads were fi nally glad.

Part C:
Let’s Read

Poetry Fun
Directions: Read the poem.  Circle the -ad words with a -ad words with a -ad

.  Then fi ll in the chart with -ad words from the poem.-ad words from the poem.-ad

-am, -ad Word Families 

One letter before -ad Two letters before -ad

Unit I Lesson 3

 Name each picture.  Use the letters to write each word.

#50546—Building Vocabulary: Foundations#50546—Building Vocabulary: Foundations
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Part E:
Let’s Grow

Directions: Unscramble the lett
picture for each word.picture for each word.picture for each word.

3. a d g l

 _____  _____  _____  _____

1.

Unit I Lesson 3

© Teacher Created Materials© Teacher Created Materials

 words from the poem.

-ad

17
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1. This girl is _____  _____  _____.

2. This boy is _____  _____  _____.

3. mouse _____  _____  _____

4. She is _____  _____  _____  _____.

-am, -ad Word Families

Part D:
Let’s Play with Words

Writing Words
Directions: Name each picture.  Use the letters to write the word.

Unit I Lesson 3

a d g l m p s
Directions:
picture for each word.picture for each word.

Unit I Lesson 35-Part Lesson Plans
 ◗ Parts A and C: Let’s Read focuses on new word families, 
roots, or compounds. Teachers model fluent reading 
through provided poems.

 ◗ Parts B and D: Let’s Play with Words includes 
thumbnails of Student Guided Practice Book pages and 
used in the lesson to help teachers prep and review.

 ◗ Part E: Let’s Grow is based on word families, roots, 
or compounds presented in the weekly lesson. Includes 
answers to Student Guided Practice Book page.

Lesson Plans correspond 
to 5-Part Student 

Guided Activity

Activity

Foundations
Levels 1–2 empower beginning readers to learn words by identifying word parts or word families that share 
sounds. Students will build vocabulary through the use of poetry, word endings, and simple roots.

Levels 1–2

4 For FAMIS Verification, call 212-222-5721. Visit us at www.sharzer.com
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Part A: 
Let’s Read

Poetry Fun
Directions: Read the poem.  Circle the -am words with a 

.  Then fill in the chart with -am words from the poem.

Gram and Pam
Gram, Gram, can I have some jam?
Of course, my darling Pammy.
Bread and jam, bread and jam,
For you and your brother Sammy.

 at the end -am in the middle-am in the middle-am

-am, -ad Word FamiliesUnit I Lesson 3

5-Part Student Guided Practice
 ◗ Parts A and C: Let’s Read
Teachers and students enjoy shared 
reading activities through poems that 
introduce new word families.

 ◗ Parts B and D: Let’s Play with Words
Teachers and students review the 
poems. Teachers then guide students 
as they play with words, scaffolding 
their understanding through think-
alouds and other activities.

 ◗ Part E: Let’s Grow
The students will enjoy teacher-led 
word games as they review the words 
and concepts for the week.

Gram, Gram, can I have some jam?
Of course, my darling Pammy.
Bread and jam, bread and jam,
For you and your brother Sammy.

-am at the end-am at the end-am

Gram, Gram, can I have some jam?
Of course, my darling Pammy.
Bread and jam, bread and jam,
For you and your brother Sammy.

-am
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1. This girl is _____  _____  _____.

2. This boy is _____  _____  _____.

3. mouse _____  _____  _____

4. She is _____  _____  _____  _____.

-am, -ad Word Families

Part D: 
Let’s Play with Words

Writing Words
Directions: Name each picture.  Use the letters to write the word.

Writing Words

Unit I Lesson 3

a d g l m p s

Level 1 Level 2
 ◗ Understanding of word families is continually 
reinforced in students’ daily engagement with 
activities.

 ◗ Students will be able to decode several thousand 
words.

 ◗ Students learn that the ultimate goal of word analysis 
is meaning.

 ◗ Students become “word detectives” who can identify 
phonetic units, build words, and apply them in a 
variety of linguistic contexts.

 ◗ Lessons are designed according to a gradual release of responsibility instructional model.

Teacher Created MaterialsTeacher Created Materials

#50546—Building #50546—Building 

_____  _____  _____.

_____  _____  _____.

_____  _____  _____

She is _____  _____  _____  _____.
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Part E: 
Let’s Grow

Word Scramble
Directions: Unscramble the letters to make a word.  Draw a 
picture for each word.picture for each word.

-am, -ad Word Families

3. a d g l

 _____  _____  _____  _____

4. a m j

_____  _____  _____

5. a m d

_____  _____  _____

1. d d a

_____  _____  _____

2. d a s

_____  _____  _____

Unit I Lesson 3
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Complete Kits: $329.98 each • Student Guided Practice Books, 10-Packs: $109.89 each
Level 1
Complete Kit 9781433317316
Student Guided Practice Books* 9781433320361

Level 2
Complete Kit 9781433317323
Student Guided Practice Books* 9781433320378

*Each complete kit includes a single copy; additional copies can be ordered in sets of 10.



Level 3 Level 4 Level 5
 ◗ Reinforces words that are built 
of units of sound and more 
importantly, meaning.

 ◗ Students become word detectives 
as they “divide and conquer” 
familiar compound words.

 ◗ Students examine words and 
search for semantic units.

 ◗ After beginning with two-syllable 
compound words, students 
progress to three-syllable and 
longer words. 

Students build on the valuable 
skills of:

 ◗ Examining a word for semantic 
units of meaning.

 ◗ Dividing compound words into 
separate component parts.

 ◗ Attaching the Latin prefixes to 
already familiar words (e.g., view, 
review, preview).

 ◗ Negating words by attaching the 
prefixes to words students already 
know (e.g., uncover, invisible, 
impossible, illegal).

 ◗ Attaching the directional prefixes to 
already familiar words (e.g., expose, 
subzero, cooperate, conserve).

Students build on the following 
foundations:

 ◗ Recognizing Latin directional 
prefixes at the beginning of words.  

 ◗ Distinguishing the negative prefix 
from the directional prefix.

 ◗ Understanding the assimilation of 
prefixes that end in a consonant. 

From Word Roots
Building Vocabulary from Word Roots is a systematic approach to word awareness and vocabulary building 
for students in Grades 3–8.  Based on research showing that over 90 percent of English words of two or more 
syllables are of Greek or Latin origin, this series teaches essential word strategies that enable students to unlock 
the meaning of vocabulary words they encounter in and out of school. 

Latin Bases fin, finit = “end, limit, term”fin, finit = “end, limit, term”fin, finit Unit III Lesson 13

Part D: 
Extend and Explore

Word Chart
Directions: Work with a partner to put these words Work with a partner to put these words 

on the chart where they belong.on the chart where they belong.

definite finance finch find final 
finery finickyfinicky finite infinity indefinite

has to do with end or has to do with end or 
limit

does not have to do does not have to do 
with end or limitwith end or limit

DID YOU KNOW?

When we process things, we start with 

large pieces and work them down to 

smaller sizes.  The grains on a piece of 

sandpaper, for example, begin large and 

coarse.  Then they are made smaller 

for the “medium” grade.  At the “end” 

of the process, the grains are smooth 

and “fine.”  The word fine in English 

therefore means “in good condition” 

because the “end” of processing has 

been reached.  When I been reached.  When I finish

homework and have done a good job, I 

think my work is fine.  We can be in fine 

health and enjoy a fine meal.

But we can make fine things even 

better.  We can take fine grains of sugar 
refining

Latin Directional Prefix pro- = “forward, for” 

Part E: Part E: 
Go for the Gold!Go for the Gold!

Sixteen Square Wordo
Directions: This game is like Bingo.  First, choose a free box and mark it with an X. 

Then choose words from the word list provided by your teacher and 
write one word in each box.  You can choose the box for each word.  
Then, your teacher will give a clue for each word.  Make an X in the box 
for each word you match to the clue.  If you get four words in a row, 
column, diagonal, or four corners, call out, “Wordo!”

Unit I Lesson 5 Unit IV Lesson 16

Part C:
Read and Reason

Kathy:  “Mom, I am looking for a book on Mount St. Helen’s and how it 

erupted.  Our teacher said there was an eruption in the 1980s and we should 

find some information on it for class tomorrow.”

Mother:  “Do you understand what it means to erupt?”

Kathy:  “Something explodes or some lava comes up.”

Mother:  “Yes.  So which section in the bookstore do you think that would 

be in?”

Kathy:  “Science stuff?”

Mother:  “Yes, the natural .  .  .  .”

Kathy:  “Mom, just show me where.  Come on!”

Mother: “Don’t interrupt.  It’s not polite.  I was about to tell you: the 

natural sciences.  They are against the back wall.  Let’s go look.”

What Did They Say?What Did They Say?What Did They Say?
Directions: Read the following conversation and answer the questions.

Latin Base rupt = “break”

Levels 3–8

6 For FAMIS Verification, call 212-222-5721. Visit us at www.sharzer.com

better.  We can take fine grains of sugar 

and make them fine “again” by refining

them!  When we refine things, we 

remove all impurities!  Manufacturers DID YOU KNOW?remove all impurities!  Manufacturers DID YOU KNOW?
Questions:

1. When Kathy finds a book on Mount St. Helen’s, what might it say 1. When Kathy finds a book on Mount St. Helen’s, what might it say Complete Kits: $329.98 each • Student Guided Practice Books, 10-Packs: $109.89 each
Level 3 
Complete Kit 9781493806430
Student Guided
Practice Books* 9781433320385

Level 4 
Complete Kit 9781493806461
Student Guided
Practice Books* 9781433320392

Level 5 
Complete Kit 9781493806492
Student Guided
Practice Books* 9781433320408

*Each complete kit includes a single copy; additional copies can be ordered in sets of 10.



Level 6 Level 7 Level 8
Students build on foundations and 
progress to develop the skills of:

 ◗ Recognizing Latin directional 
prefixes at the beginning of words.  

 ◗ Understanding the assimilation of 
prefixes that end in a consonant 
and mastering the assimilation 
patterns of newly presented 
prefixes.

These lessons help students review 
and develop the skills of:

 ◗ Recognizing Greek and Latin 
directional prefixes at the beginning 
of words.

 ◗ Understanding parallel Greek and 
Latin prefixes.

Students review the foundations 
established throughout the 8-year 
program.  

 ◗ Review reinforces knowledge of 
the meanings of these roots.  

 ◗ Students also receive valuable 
practice in “dividing and 
conquering” and “combining and 
creating” vocabulary.

a person with nonrefundable tickets
the founder of an organization
a profusion of food at a party

the refuse after a party
a person who is confusing others
a person whose praise is effusive

Word Sketches 
Directions: Work with a partner to make sketches of four of the items on the list.  Then trade 

sketches with another group.  See if they can figure out which items your sketches depict.

Bases fund, found, fus = “pour, melt” Unit III Lesson 12

Word Sketches 

Part B:
Combine and Create 

Unit IV Lesson 19Latin Bases fort, forc and Greek Base dynam =
“power, strength, strong”

Part A: 
Meet the Root

Divide and Conquer
Directions: “Divide” words and then “conquer” them by writing the meaning of the 

words.  (Hint: Number 8 has two prefixes.)  An X means the word does 
not have a prefix. 

prefix means base means word means

1. comfort _____________ _______________ ____________________

2. dynamite _____________ _______________ ____________________

3. forte _____________ _______________ ____________________

4. dynamic _____________ _______________ ____________________

5. aerodynamic _____________ _______________ ____________________

6. hydrodynamic _____________ _______________ ____________________

7. effort _____________ _______________ ____________________

8. discomfort _______ _______ _______________ ____________________

9. fortify

X

X

X

Divide and Conquer

aer(o)-_____________aer(o)-_____________ = air, wind

X

Unit IIUnit II Lesson 7

Magic Square
Directions: Match each term with the number of its definition.  Put the numbers in the 

corresponding box.  If you are correct, rows and columns will add up to the same 
magic number.

Bases past, pastor = “shepherd” and greg = “flock, herd”  

Part B:
Combine and Create 

A B C

D E F

G H I

Magic Number: ___________

Bonus Materials are 
included in digital 
resources for each kit

7

DID YOU KNOW?

9. fortify _____________ _______________ ____________________

10. forceful _____________ _______________ ____________________

X

X

DID YOU KNOW?

TERMS DEFINITIONS 
A. gregarious 1 land where cattle graze 
B. congregation 2 state of being separated or isolated 
C. segregate 3 group, especially a religious group 
D. segregation 4 conspicuously bad D. segregation 4 conspicuously bad 

Complete Kits: $329.98 each • Student Guided Practice Books, 10-Packs: $109.89 each
Level 6 
Complete Kit 9781493806522
Student Guided
Practice Books* 9781433320415

Level 7 
Complete Kit 9781493806553
Student Guided
Practice Books* 9781433320422

Level 8 
Complete Kit 9781493806584
Student Guided
Practice Books* 9781433320439

*Each complete kit includes a single copy; additional copies can be ordered in sets of 10.
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Unit I

Unit I, Lesson 2

DID YOU KNOW?
What is your disposition?  We use the word disposition to mean our moods, our personality, or 
character traits.  We might say, “That person has a kindly disposition.”  How does the prefi x of this 
word, dis-, affect the meaning?  The Latin base posit means “put, place.”  But what has been “put” 
“in different directions” in our disposition?

The answer lies in ancient Roman notions of medicine.  They believed that our personalities 
were based on four fl uids—called humors— that were disposed throughout our body in various 
proportions: these fl uids were blood, bile, black bile, and phlegm.  The Roman Theory of Humors 
explained the wide variety of human moods and dispositions.  Anyone with an imbalance 
of humors—too much of one fl uid—was considered to be “humorous.”  People with a large 
disposition of blood (Latin sanguine-) had cheerful and sanguine dispositions.  People with 
excessive amounts of bile (Greek chol-) had short-tempered choleric dispositions.  People with 
“black” (Greek melan-) bile were sad and melancholy.  And people with an excess of phlegm had 
sluggish and phlegmatic dispositions.

Although we no longer subscribe to the Theory of Humors, we still use these terms to describe our 
various moods and dispositions.  What kind of disposition do you have? 

Unit I, Lesson 2

DID YOU KNOW?
Here are two words that are easy to confuse: uninterested and disinterested.  When we are 
uninterested, we are bored, not engaged, and indifferent.  Some people are uninterested in current 
events, sports, or fashion.  They are simply “not” (un-) “interested.”

But when we ask a disinterested party to judge a contest, we want that person “not” to be swayed 
or affected by any personal “interests” in the outcome.  A disinterested judge is impartial in 
rendering decisions that are based on the merits of each case.  A disinterested party usually makes 
the fairest decision. 

© Teacher Created Materials #12741  (i4026)  Building Vocabulary from Word Roots

Word Scrambles

13

Unit III Lesson 13 Greek Base morph and 
Latin Base form = “form, shape”

Directions: Unscramble the letters before and after the bases morph and form to make 
a word that fits the definition.

 1. iun form   ______________= consistent; smooth; regular

 2. ed form yti  ______________= an abnormal “shape or form”; a physical irregularity

 3. snart form   ______________= to “change” in “form,” appearance, or structure

 4. cno form iyt  ______________=  agreement; congruity; likeness to others in the 
group

 5. er form   ______________=  to change and improve one’s ways; to correct 
deficiencies in behavior

 6. a morph osu  ______________= shapeless; having no specific shape

 7. tame morph isos  ______________=  a “change” of “form”; a biological change; a 
significant transformation

 8. norhtpoa morph ci  ______________= having “human” “shape or form”

 9. lopy morph uso  ______________=  multiform; having “many” different “shapes or 
forms”

 10. ego morph ci  ______________= pertaining to various “earth” “formations”

© Teacher Created Materials Publishing                    #10653  Building Vocabulary from Word Roots          Bonus Page 37

Unit III Lesson 15 Greek Bases graph, gram = “write, draw”

Part B:
Combine and Create

Breaking Up Words
Directions: Break the words apart.  Tell what each part means.  

Then tell what the word means when you put the 
parts together.  

AUTOGRAPH
auto- =  self graph =  _______________ 
autograph =  ____________________________________________________

GEOGRAPHER 
geo- = earth or world graph = _____________  -er =  _________________
geographer =  ___________________________________________________

BIOGRAPHER
bio- = life graph =  _______________ -er = _______________________
biographer =  ___________________________________________________

PHOTOGRAPH
photo- = light graph =  _______________ 
photograph =  ___________________________________________________

COMPUTER PROGRAM
computer = tool for getting and sending information
pro- = ahead gram = ________________ 
computer program =  _____________________________________________

PARAGRAPH
para- = side graph =  _______________ 
paragraph =  ____________________________________________________

DIAGRAM
dia- = through gram = ________________ 
diagram =  ______________________________________________________

Great for
SAT/ACT Prep!

Content-Area Focused 
Student Guided sample activity Did You Know? sample anecdote Word Scramble sample activities

Level 9 Level 10 Level 11
 ◗ Designed for students (and 
teachers) who are both new or 
returning to the series.  

 ◗ Unit 1 presents some of the most 
important common Greek and 
Latin prefixes and suffixes in the 
English language.

 ◗ Students are introduced to the 
“roots approach”, looking inside 
a word for the semantic units that 
give a word its core meaning.

 ◗ The ultimate goal is to create 
lifelong word lovers.  To that 
end, Level 10 contains several Did 
You Know? anecdotes both in the 
Guided Practice Book and in the 
Bonus Pages folder on the Teacher 
Resource CD.

 ◗ Review units focus students’ 
attention on “Getting Back to the 
Bases,” asking them to identify the 
Greek or Latin base that provides 
the core meaning of each word.

 ◗ Emphasizes scientific and 
technical vocabulary as well as 
the academic vocabulary that 
students must master for success 
in college admissions.  

 ◗ Units I–IV each consist of five 
week-long lessons and a week-long 
review lesson.  

 ◗ Unit V offers four week-long “Year 
in Review” lessons that recap and 
reinforce the material presented 
over the preceding 24 weeks.

 =  _______________ 
autograph =  ____________________________________________________

graph = _____________  -er =  _________________er =  _________________er
geographer =  ___________________________________________________

 =  _______________ -er = _______________________er = _______________________er
biographer =  ___________________________________________________

 =  _______________ 
photograph =  ___________________________________________________

computer = tool for getting and sending information
 = ________________ 

computer program =  _____________________________________________
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______________= an abnormal “shape or form”; a physical irregularity

______________= to “change” in “form,” appearance, or structure

______________= agreement; congruity; likeness to others in the 
group

______________= to change and improve one’s ways; to correct 
deficiencies in behavior

______________= shapeless; having no specific shape

______________= a “change” of “form”; a biological change; a 
significant transformation

From Word Roots
Building Vocabulary from Word Roots provides a rigorous and systematic approach to teaching vocabulary 
using Greek and Latin prefixes, bases, and suffixes. Instead of learning words and definitions in isolation, 
students learn key roots and strategies for deciphering words and their meanings across all content areas.

Levels 9–11

 provides a rigorous and systematic approach to teaching vocabulary 

Levels 9–11

See 
inside for other levels
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